Let R = ⊕ (u,v)∈N 2 R (u,v) be a standard bigraded algebra over an artinian local ring K = R (0,0) . Standard means R is generated over K by a finite number of elements of degree (1, 0) and (0, 1). Since the length ℓ(R (u,v) ) of R (u,v) is finite, we can consider ℓ(R (u,v) ) as a function in two variables u and v. This function was first studied by van der Waerden [W] and Bhattacharya [B] who proved that there is a polynomial P R (u, v) of degree ≤ dim R − 2 such that ℓ(R (u,v) ) = P R (u, v) for u and v large enough. Katz, Mandal and Verma [KMV] found out that the degree of P R (u, v) is equal to rdim R − 2, where rdim R is the relevant dimension of R defined as follows. Let R ++ denote the ideal generated by the homogeneous elements of degree (u, v) with u ≥ 1, v ≥ 1. Let Proj R be the set of all homogeneous prime ideals ℘ ⊇ R ++ of R. Then rdim R := max{dim R/℘| ℘ ∈ Proj R} if Proj R = ∅ and rdim R can be any negative integer if Proj R = ∅. If we write
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then a ij are non-negative integers for i + j = rdim R − 2. Let us denote a ij by e ij (R) for all i, j ≥ 0 with e ij (R) = 0 for i + j > rdim R − 2.
We call P R (u, v) the Hilbert polynomial and the numbers e ij (R) with i + j = rdim R − 2 the mixed multiplicities of R. These notions seem to be of fundamental importance. But we would be surprised to learn how little is known on mixed multiplicities of an arbitrary standard bigraded algebra, especially on their positivity [KMV] , [KR1] , [HHRT] .
The main motivation for the study of mixed multiplicities comes from the following situation. Let (A, m) be a local ring. Given an m-primary ideal I and an ideal J of A, we can consider the function ℓ(I v J u /I v+1 J u ) of the standard bigraded algebra
over the artinian local ring A/I. Let r = deg P R(I|J) (u, v). Then we put e i (I|J) := e ir−i (R(I|J)) and call it the ith mixed multiplicity of I and J, i = 0, . . . , r. The name goes back to Teissier's Cargèse paper [Te] on complex analytic hypersurfaces with isolated singularities which interpreted the Milnor numbers of general linear sections (µ * -invariant) as mixed multiplicities.
The author is partially supported by the National Basic Research Program. 1 respectively. Then deg u P R (u, v) = dim R/(0 : R ∞ ++ + R (2) ) − 1, deg v P R (u, v) = dim R/(0 : R ∞ ++ + R (1) ) − 1. For short let r = dim R/0 : R ∞ ++ − 2. For the mixed multiplicities e ij (R), i + j = r, we obtain the following result which gives an effective criterion for their positivity and expresses the positive mixed multiplicities as Samuel's multiplicities of graded algebras.
Theorem 2.4. Let i, j be non-negative integers, i+j = r. Let x 1 , . . . , x i be a filter-regular sequence of homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0) . Then e ij (R) > 0 if and only if dim R/((x 1 , . . . , x i ) : R ∞ ++ + R (1) ) = j + 1. In this case, if we choose homogeneous elements y 1 , . . . , y j of degree (0, 1) such that x 1 , . . . , x i , y 1 , . . . , y j is a filter-regular sequence, then e ij (R) = e(R/(x 1 , . . . , x i , y 1 , . . . , y j ) : R ∞ ++ ).
We may replace the condition x 1 , . . . , x i , y 1 , . . . , y j being a filter-regular sequence by the condition x 1 , . . . , x i , y 1 , . . . , y j being sufficiently general elements. But the notion of sufficiently general elements is vague, whereas the filter-regular property can be tested effectively.
Let r 1 = dim R/(0 : R ∞ ++ + R (2) ) − 1 and r 2 = dim R/(0 : R ∞ ++ + R (1) ) − 1. Then e ir−i (R) = 0 for i > r 1 or i < r − r 2 . Katz, Mandal and Verma [KMV] showed that the mixed multiplicities e ir−i (R), r −r 2 ≤ i ≤ r 1 , can be any sequence of non-negative integers with at least a positive entry. Surprisingly, using Grothendieck's Connectedness Theorem we can prove that these mixed multiplicities are positive under some mild conditions:
Corollary 2.8. Let R be a domain or a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Then e ir−i (R) > 0 for r − r 2 ≤ i ≤ r 1 .
In the same vein we can study the positivity of mixed multiplicities of ideals. But we have to involve the standard bigraded algebra
Theorem 3.4. Let J be an arbitrary ideal of A and 0 ≤ i < s(J). Let a 1 , . . . , a i be elements in J such that their images in J/IJ and J/J 2 form filter-regular sequences in R(I|J) and R(J|I), respectively. Then e i (I|J) > 0 if and only if dim A/(a 1 , . . . , a i ) :
In this case, e i (I|J) = e(I, A/(a 1 , . . . , a i ) : J ∞ ).
This result provides an effective way to check the positivity of mixed multiplicities and to compute the positive mixed multiplicities of ideals. Since sufficiently general elements in J satisfy the assumption of Theorem 3.4, we can easily derive from it Risler and Teissier's result on mixed multiplicities of m-primary ideals. In particular, we obtain several new insights on the range of positive mixed multiplicities.
Corollary 3.6. Let ρ = max{i| e i (I|J) > 0}. Then (i) ht J − 1 ≤ ρ < s(J), (ii) e i (I|J) > 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ ρ, (iii) max{i| e i (I ′ |J) > 0} = ρ for any m-primary ideal I ′ of A.
The last two properties are especially interesting because they show that the positive mixed multiplicities concentrate in a rigid range which does not depend on I. We will give an example with ρ < s(J) − 1 and we will show that ρ = s(J) − 1 is often the case.
Corollary 3.7. Assume that A/0 : J ∞ satisfies the first chain condition. Then e i (I|J) > 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ s(J) − 1.
We will apply Theorem 3.4 to study the case I = m, where mixed multiplicities can be used to compute the Milnor number of analytic hypersurfaces, the multiplicity of the Rees algebras, and the degree of projective embeddings of rational n-folds obtained by blowing up projective spaces. As examples we show that the Milnor numbers of general linear sections of an analytic hypersurface are mixed multiplicities of the Jacobian ideal (this fact was proved by Teissier only for isolated singularies) and we will compute the mixed multiplicities e i (m|J) in the following cases:
(1) J is the defining ideal of a set of points in P 2 with h-vector of decreasing type (which arises as plane sections of curves in P 3 [MR] , [CO] ),
(2) J is the defining prime ideal of a curve in P 3 lying on the quadric x 0 x 3 − x 1 x 2 (inspired by Huneke and Huckaba's work on symbolic powers of such ideals [HH] ), (3) J is a homogeneous prime ideal of analytic deviation 1 which is generated by forms of the same degree in a polynomial ring.
We would like to mention that there is in the references only one class of non m-primary ideals J for which e i (m|J) have been computed in terms of the usual multiplicities [RV] . They are ideals generated by certain quadratic sequence (a generalisation of Huneke's d-sequences). These ideals can be also handled by Theorem 3.4.
Another interesting application of Theorem 3.4 is the following description of the degree of the Stückrad-Vogel cycles by means of mixed multiplicities of ideals. These cycles were introduced in order to prove a refined Bezout's theorem [SV1] , [Vo] . By a result of van Gastel [Ga] their rational components correspond to the distinguished varieties in Fulton's intersection theory.
Theorem 4.6. Let v i denote the ith Stückrad-Vogel cycle of the intersection of two equidimensional subschemes X and Y of P n k , i = 1, . . . , n + 1. Let I X and I Y denote the defining ideals of X and Y in k[x 0 , . . . , x n ] and k[y 0 , . . . , y n ], respectively. Put A = k[x 0 , . . . , x n , y 0 , . . . , y n ]/(I X , I Y ). Let m be the maximal graded ideal of A and
This proposition together with a recent result of Achilles and Manaresi [AM] which interprets the degree of the Stückrad-Vogel cycles as mixed multiplicities of certain bigraded algebra (see Section 4) provide an interesting relationship between mixed multiplicities and intersection theory. This paper is divided into four sections. Sections 1 and Section 2 investigate the degrees and the mixed multiplicities of the Hilbert polynomial of a bigraded algebra, while Section 3 and Section 4 deal with the positivity of mixed multiplicities of ideals and with their applications. The notations introduced above will be kept throughout this paper. For unexplained terminologies we refer to Eisenbud's book on Commutative Algebra [E] .
Partial degrees of the Hilbert polymomial
We shall need Northcott and Rees' theory on reductions of ideals [NR] .
Let (A, m) be a local ring and I an arbitrary ideal of A. We call an ideal J ⊂ I a reduction of I if there is an integer n ≥ 0 such that I n+1 = JI n . A reduction of I is said to be minimal if it does not contain any other reduction of I. These notions are closely related to the fiber ring of I which is defined as the graded algebra
In fact, it can be shown that J is a reduction of I if and only if the ideal of F (I) generated by the degree one initial elements of J is a primary ideal of the maximal graded ideal of F (I). From this it follows that if the residue field of A is infinite, the minimal number of generators of any minimal reduction J of I is equal to dim F (I). For this reason, dim F (I) is termed the analytic spread of I and denoted by s(I). We refer the reader to [NR] for more details.
It is easy to verify that the results of [NR] also hold for homogeneous ideals generated by elements of the same degree in a standard graded algebra over an artinian local ring. Here we are interested only in the case A = R, where R is a standard bigraded algebra over an artinian local ring K and the N-graded structure is given by R n = ⊕ u+v=n R (u,v) .
Let M denote the maximal homogeneous ideal of R. Notice that M = nR + R (1) + R (2) , where n is the maximal ideal of K. (n,0) . From this it follows that
It is clear that any homogeneous minimal reduction of R (1) is generated by homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0). Now we shall see that these elements can be chosen to be like a regular sequence in large degree.
A sequence z 1 , . . . , z s of homogeneous elements in R is called filter-regular (with respect to R ++ ) if z i ∈ ℘ for all associated prime ideals ℘ ⊇ R ++ of (z 1 , . . . , z i−1 ), i = 1, . . . , s (see e.g. [SV2] and [Tr] for the origin and basic properties). We do not require that z i ∈ (z 1 , . . . , z i−1 ). Therefore, if R ++ is contained in the radical of (z 1 , . . . , z i−1 ), any homogeneous element z i of R satisfies the above condition. Note that for the above definition and the following observations we do not need to assume that R 0 is artinian. Lemma 1.2. A sequence z 1 , . . . , z s of homogeneous elements of R is filter-regular if and only if for u and v large enough,
Proof. It is clear that z i ∈ ℘ for all associated prime ideals ℘ ⊇ R ++ of (z 1 , . . . , z i−1 ) if and only if [(z 1 , . . . , z i−1 ) :
. . , z i−1 ), then the latter condition is equivalent to the condition that E i has only associated prime ideals which contain R ++ . That means E i is annihilated by some power R n ++ . For u and v large enough we have (E i 
Hence E i is annihilated by some power R n ++ if and only if (E i (u,v) for u and v large enough. Lemma 1.3. Let Q be any reduction of R (1) generated by homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0). If the residue field of K is infinite, there is a filter-regular sequence of homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0) which minimally generate Q.
Proof. Since Q and R (1) share the same radical and since Q is generated by the elements of Q (1,0) , any prime ideal ℘ of R which does not contain R (1) also does not contain Q (1, 0) . By Nakayama's lemma, the set ℘ ∩ Q (1,0) maps to a proper subspace of the vector space Q (1,0) /nQ (1,0) over the residue field K/n. Since K/n is infinite, we may choose an element
Let s be the minimal number of generators of Q. It is clear that Q/(z 1 ) is minimally generated by s − 1 homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0). If s > 1, we can find, similarly as above, a homogeneous element z 2 of degree (1, 0) such that z 1 , z 2 is a filter-regular sequence and Q/(z 1 , z 2 ) is minimally generated by s − 2 elements of homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0). Continuing in this way we will find a filter-regular sequence z 1 , . . . , z s of homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0) such that Q = (z 1 , . . . , z s ).
Remark. The assumption on the infiniteness of the residue field of K does not cause us any problem because the Hilbert function does not change if we replace R by R⊗ K K[t] nK [t] , where t is an indeterminate.
There is the following relationship between a filter-regular element of degree (1, 0) and the Hilbert polynomial P R (u, v). Proposition 1.4. Let z be a homogeneous element of degree (1, 0) which is filter-regular.
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, (0 : z) (u,v) = 0 for u and v large enough. This implies P R/0:z (u, v) = P R (u, v) . Consider the exact sequence
Since z is a homogeneous element of degree (1, 0), we have
where r = deg P R (u, v) ≥ 0 because P R (u, v) = 0. Now we can easily deduce the statements of Proposition 1.4 from the above expression for P R/zR (u, v).
Remark. If P R (u, v) = 0, then P R/zR (u, v) = 0. In this case, the degrees of P R (u, v) and P R/zR (u, v) can be any number.
Proposition 1.4 leads to the following bound for the degree deg u P R (u, v) of P R (u, v) with respect to u.
Proof. Without restriction we may assume that the residue field of K is infinite. Let s = dim R/R (2) . By Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 1.3 we can find a filter-regular sequence z 1 , . . . , z s of homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0) such that the ideal Q = (z 1 , . . . , z s ) is a minimal reduction of R (1) . Since there is an integer n ≥ 0 such that R n+1
The above bound for deg u P R (u, v) helps us to establish the right formulae for the partial degrees of P R (u, v) . To see this we shall need the following observations on the notation a : b ∞ := {x ∈ S| there is a positive integer n such that xb n ⊆ a}, where a, b are arbitrary ideals of a noetherian commutative ring S. First, there always exists an integer n such that b n (a : b ∞ ) ⊆ a and, second, a : b ∞ is the intersection of the primary components of a whose associated prime ideals do not contain b. (u,v) for u and v large enough. Hence
Theorem 1.7. Let R be a standard bigraded algebra over an artinian local ring. Let R (1) , R (2) , and R ++ denote the ideals generated by the homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1), respectively. Then
Proof. By Lemma 1.6 we have
Since the associated prime ideals of 0 : R ∞ ++ are exactly those of the zeroideal of R which do not contain R ++ , rdim R/0 : R
So we have proved the first formula of Theorem 1.7.
To prove the second formula we have, by Lemma 1.6 and Corollary 1.5,
So we have proved the second formula of Theorem 1.7. The third formula can be proved similarly by changing the order of the bidegree of R.
It is quite natural to ask whether deg
The following example shows that we may have P R (u, v) = 0 while R, R/R (1) and R/R (2) have arbitrary dimension.
To compute deg u P R (u, v) and deg v P R (u, v) we will also use the following equalities. Lemma 1.8. Let R ++ , R (1) and R (2) be as above. Then
Since R (1) + R (2) is the maximal graded ideal of R, this implies that
Mixed multiplicities of bigraded algebras
Let R be an arbitrary standard bigraded algebra over an artinian local ring K. For simplicity we set
Therefore r 1 + r 2 ≥ r and we have the following estimate for the numbers e ij (R) of the Hilbert polynomial P R (u, v).
Lemma 2.1. e ij (R) = 0 for i > r 1 or j > r 2 or i + j > r. Now we will want to study the mixed multiplicities e ij (R), i + j = r. For this we shall need the following relationship between Samuel's multiplicity and mixed multiplicities.
Then e(R) = a is the multiplicity of the graded algebra R.
Moreover, we shall need the existence of certain filter-regular sequences.
Lemma 2.3. Let i and j be non-negative integers, i + j = r. If the residue field of K is infinite, there exist homogeneous elements x 1 , . . . , x i and y 1 , . . . , y j of degrees (1, 0) and (0, 1), respectively, such that x 1 , . . . , x i , y 1 , . . . , y j is a filter-regular sequence.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3 we can find a filter-sequences x 1 , . . . , x i of homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0). Note that if i is greater than the minimal number of generators of R (1) , we may add arbitrary homogeneous elements to an existing filter-regular sequence which generates R (1) to get a new filter-regular sequence. Similarly, we can also find homogeneous elements y 1 , . . . , y j of degree (0, 1) in R which form a filter-regular sequence in R/(x 1 , . . . , x i ). It is clear from the definition of filter-regular sequences that x 1 , . . . , x i , y 1 , . . . , y j is a filter-regular sequence in R.
The following result gives an effective criterion for the positivity of a mixed multiplicity e ij (R) and shows how to compute e ij (R) as the multiplicity of a graded algebra.
Theorem 2.4. Let i, j be non-negative integers, i+j = r. Let x 1 , . . . , x i be a filter-regular sequence of homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0). Then e ij (R) > 0 if and only if
In this case, if we choose homogeneous elements y 1 , . . . , y j of degree (0, 1) such that x 1 , . . . , x i , y 1 , . . . , y j is a filter-regular sequence, then
Proof. Let Q h = (x 1 , . . . , x h ), h = 1, . . . , i. Applying Proposition 1.4 successively to the bigraded algebras R/Q h we will obtain
, then e ij (R) = e 0j (R/Q i ) = 0 by Lemma 2.1. So we get the first statement of Theorem 2.4.
To prove the second statement we apply Proposition 1.4 successively to the bigraded algebras R/(Q i , y 1 , . . . , y h ), h = 1, . . . , j. If we put Q = (x 1 , . . . , x i , y 1 , . . . , y j ), then
Since 0 :R (1) and 0 :R (2) are contained in 0 :R ∞ ++ , 0 :R (1) = 0 : R (2) = 0. Therefore, htR (1) ≥ 1 and htR (2) ≥ 1. By Lemma 1.6, PR(u, v) = P R/Q (u, v). Hence, using Theorem 1.7 we get dimR = deg PR(u, v) + 2 = deg P R/Q (u, v) + 2 = 2. Now we apply Proposition 2.2 and obtain e(R) = e 00 (R) = e 00 (R/Q) = e ij (R).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.4.
By Lemma 2.1 we know that e ir−i (R) = 0 for i < r − r 2 or i > r 1 . Using Theorem 2.4 we can construct examples with e ir−i (R) = 0 for i = r − r 2 , r 1 .
It is clear that x 4 is a non-zerodivisor in R and
e 13 (R) = 0. By symmetry we also have e 31 (R) = 0. Now we want to compute the only non-vanishing mixed multiplicity e 22 (R) of R. It is easy to check that x 4 , x 2 , y 4 , y 2 is a filter-regular sequence in R. Put Q = (x 4 , x 2 , y 4 , y 2 ). Then
Corollary 2.5. e 0r (R) > 0 (e r0 (R) > 0) if and only if r 2 + 1 = r (r 1 + 1 = r).
2) ) = r 1 + 1), the statement follows from Theorem 2.4 (by changing the order of the bidegree of R, respectively).
The sequence e r0 (R), e r−11 (R), . . . , e 0r (R) of mixed multiplicities may behave wildly. Katz, Mandal and Verma [KMV, Example 5 .2] showed that it can be any sequence of non-negative integers c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c r with at least a positive entry. They also raised the question whether it is rigid, i.e. there are integers a, b such that e ir−i (R) > 0 for a ≤ i ≤ b and e ir−i (R) = 0 otherwise, if R is a domain or Cohen-Macaulay [KMV, Question 5.3] . We shall see that this question has a positive answer by showing that e ir−i (R) > 0 for r − r 2 ≤ i ≤ r 1 .
We need the following version of Grothendieck's Connectedness Theorem which is due to Brodmann and Rung [BR, Proposition 2.1] . For any commutative noetherian ring S let c(S) := min{dim Z| Z ⊆ Spec(S) is closed and Spec(S) \ Z is disconnected}, sdim S := min{dim S/℘| ℘ is a minimal associated prime ideal of S}.
Lemma 2.6. Let P and Q be proper ideals of R such that min{dim R/P, dim R/Q} > dim R/(P + Q).
Let ara(P ∩ Q) denote the minimum number of generators of ideals which have the same radical as P ∩ Q. Then
Proof. The statement was originally proved for ideals of a complete local ring [BS, Lemma 19.2.8] . As noted in [BR, Section 1] , the proof can be easily extended to homogeneous ideals of a standard graded ring over a local complete ring. Note that an artinian local ring is always complete.
Recall that a commutative noetherian ring S is said to satisfy the first chain condition if maximal chains of prime ideals in S have the same length. Moreover, we say that S is connected in codimension 1 if c(S) = dim S − 1. Proof. By Lemma 1.6 we may replace R by R/0 : R ∞ ++ . Then 0 : R ∞ ++ = 0. Hence dim R = r + 2. Without restriction we may assume that the residue field of K is infinite. By Lemma 1.1, r 1 + 1 = dim R/R (2) = s(R (1) ) is the minimal number of generators of minimal reductions of R (1) . Therefore, using Lemma 1.3 we can find a filter-regular sequence x 1 , . . . , x r 1 +1 of homogeneous elements of degree (1, 0) such that (x 1 , . . . , x r 1 +1 ) is a reduction of R (1) . Let Q i = (x 1 , . . . , x i ), r − r 2 ≤ i ≤ r 1 . We will first estimate dim R/Q i : R ∞ ++ . Let ℘ be a minimal associated prime ideal of
By the definition of filter-regular sequences, x h does not belong to any associated prime ideal of Q h−1 R ℘ , h = 1, . . . , i. Therefore, x 1 , . . . , x i is a regular sequence in R ℘ . From this it follows that dim R ℘ = i. Since R satisfies the first chain condition, dim R/℘ = dim R − ht ℘ = r + 2 − dim R ℘ = r − i + 2 so that we get dim R/Q i : R ∞ ++ = r − i + 2. Since x i+1 does not belong to any associated prime ideals of
In particular, dim R/(Q r 1 : R ∞ ++ + x r 1 +1 R) = r − r 1 + 1. Since R (1) and (x 1 , . . . , x r 1 +1 ) = Q r 1 + x r 1 +1 R share the same radical, we also have dim R/(Q r 1 : R ∞ ++ + R (1) ) = r − i + 1. By Theorem 2.4, this implies e r 1 r−r 1 (R) > 0. By changing the order of the bidegree of R we can also show that e r−r 2 r 2 (R) > 0. Now let r − r 2 < i < r 1 . Since
Applying Lemma 1.8 to the bigraded algebra R/Q i we have
(1) ) ∩ Q where Q is an ideal whose associated prime ideals contain R (1) . Since i < r 1 = s(R (1) ) − 1, J i is not a reduction of R (1) . Since R is standard bigraded, this implies that R (1) is not contained in the radical of J i . Hence
). Now we can apply Lemma 2.6 to the ideals Q i : R ∞ (1) and Q with ara((
By Theorem 2.4, this implies e ir−i (R) > 0. The proof of Theorem 2.7 is now complete.
Corollary 2.8. Let R be a domain or a Cohen-Macaulay ring with ht R ++ ≥ 1. Then e ir−i (R) > 0 for r − r 2 ≤ i ≤ r 1 .
Proof. If R is a domain, 0 : R ∞ ++ = 0 and K must be a field. Hence R is a factor ring of a polynomial ring over a field by a prime ideal. Since such a polynomial ring is catenary, that is, the maximal chains of primes ideals between two prime ideals ℘ ⊃ ℘ ′ have the same length, R satisfies the first chain condition. It is clear that c(R) = dim R in this case. If R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, 0 : R ∞ ++ = 0. It is well-known that R satisfies the first chain condition. Moreover, R is connected in codimension 1 by Hartshorne's Connectedness Theorem (see e.g. [E, Theorem 8.12] ). Now we only need to apply Theorem 2.7 to both cases.
Mixed multiplicities of ideals
Throughout this section we set R = R(I|J), where I is an m-primary ideal, J is an arbitrary ideal of a local ring (A, m) and
By the definition of the mixed multiplicities of I and J we have e i (I|J) := e ir−i (R), where
If ht J ≥ 1, Katz and Verma [KV, Lemma 2.2] showed that deg P R (u, v) = dim A − 1 (implicitly) and e 0 (I|J) = e(I, A), where e(I, A) denotes the Samuel's multiplicity of A with respect to I. To estimate the other mixed multiplicities we need to reformulate their result for an ideal J of arbitrary height.
Lemma 3.1. For an arbitrary ideal J of A we have
(ii) e 0 (I|J) = e(I, A/0 : J ∞ ).
Proof. If J is nilpotent, 0 : J ∞ = A, hence the statements are trivial. If J is not a nilpotent ideal, we setĀ = A/0 :
¿From this it follows that e 0 (I|J) = e 0 (Ī|J).
On the other hand, since 0 :J ∞ = 0,J is not contained in any associated prime ideal of A. This implies htJ ≥ 1. Applying [KV, Lemma 2.2 ] to the factor ringĀ we get
Katz and Verma also showed that e i (I|J) = 0 for i ≥ s(J) [KV, Theorem 2.7 (i)]. But this is just a consequence of the following bound for the partial degree deg u P R (u, v) of P R (u, v) with respect to the variable u.
Proof. By Lemma 1.5, deg u P R (u, v) < dim R/R (2) . On the other hand,
To reduce the computation of the mixed multiplicities e i (I|J) to the case i = 0 we need to consider the standard bigraded algebra
Lemma 3.3. Let a 1 , . . . , a i , 0 ≤ i < s(J), be elements in J such that their images x 1 , . . . , x i in J/IJ and x 
for u and v large enough.
Proof. We first consider the case i = 1. For all (u, v) ∈ N 2 we havē
Therefore, there is a surjective graded homomorphism fromR to R(Ī,J). By the ArtinRees lemma, there are integers u 0 and v 0 such that
By Lemma 1.2, (0 : x 1 ) (m,n) = 0 for m and n large enough. This can be translated as
Using this relation for n = u − u 0 and m = v − v 0 , . . . , v − 1 we get
On the other hand, by Lemma 1.2, (0 : x ′ 1 ) (m,n) = 0 for m and n large enough. This can be translated as (
Using this relation for m = u − u 0 , . . . , u − 2 and n = v we can show similarly as above that for u ≥ u 0 and v ≥ v 0 ,
Summing up we obtain (a 1 ) ∩ I v J u = a 1 I v J u−1 and thereforeR (u,v) = R(Ī|J) (u,v) for u and v large enough. In the same way we can also show that there is a graded surjective homomorphism fromR ′ to R(J|Ī) such thatR (u,v) . Now let i > 1 and S = R(I/(a 1 )|J/(a 1 )) and S ′ = R(J/(a 1 )|I/(a 1 )). As we have seen above, there are surjective graded homomorphisms from R/(x 1 ) to S and from u,v) for u and v large enough. They induce surjective graded homomorphisms fromR to S/(x 2 , . . . , x i ) and fromR (u,v) , for u and v large enough. Using Lemma 1.2 we can show that x 2 , . . . , x i and x ′ 2 , . . . , x ′ i form filter-regular sequences in S and S ′ , respectively. By induction we may asssume that there are surjective graded homomorphisms from S/(x 2 , . . . , x i ) to R(Ī|J) and from
for u and v large enough. So we can conclude that there are surjective graded homomorphisms fromR to R(Ī|J) and fromR ′ to R(J|Ī) as stated in Lemma 3.3. Now we can say exactly when e i (I|J) > 0 and how one can compute e i (I|J) for 0 ≤ i < s(J).
In this case, e i (I|J) = e(I, A/(a 1 , . . . , a i ) :
Proof. Let r = dim A/0 : J ∞ − 2. Then deg P R (u, v) = r by Lemma 3.1. Hence
Let x 1 , . . . , x i be the images of a 1 , . . . , a i in J/IJ. PutR = R/(x 1 , . . . , x i ). Applying Proposition 1.4 succesively to R/(x 1 , . . . , x h ), h = 1, . . . , i, we get
e 0r−i (R) = e 0r−i (R(Ī|J)).
So we obtain e i (I|J) = e 0r−i (R(Ī|J)). According to Lemma 3.1 we have
. Now we apply Lemma 3.1 again and obtain e 0r−i (R(Ī|J)) = e 0 (Ī|J) = e(Ī,Ā/0 :J ∞ ) = e(I, A/(a 1 , . . . , a i ) :
Since e i (I|J) = e 0r−i (R(Ī|J)), this completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.4 requires the existence of elements in J with special properties. However, if the residue field of A is infinite, we can always find such elements either by using Lemma 2.3 or by the following notion.
Let k = A/m be the residue field of A and J = (c 1 , . . . , c r ). Following [Te] and [S] we say that a given property holds for a sufficiently general element a ∈ J if there exists a non-empty Zariski-open subset U ⊆ k r such that whenever a = r j=1 α j c j and the image of (α 1 , . . . , α r ) in k r belongs to U, then the given property holds for a.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that k is infinite. Let a 1 , . . . , a i be sufficiently general elements of J. Then their images in J/IJ and J/J 2 form filter-regular sequences in R(I|J) and R(J|I).
Proof. Let x 1 , . . . , x i be the images of a 1 , . . . , a i in J/IJ = R (1, 0) . By definition, the filter-regularity of x 1 , . . . , x i means that x h ∈ ℘ for every associated prime ideal ℘ ⊇ R + of (a 1 , . . . , a h−1 ), h = 1, . . . , i. Since R + ⊂ R 1 , ℘ ⊇ R 1 . Hence ℘ (1,0) = R (1,0) = J/IJ. By Nakayama's Lemma ℘ (1,0) maps to a proper subspace V (℘) of the vector space J/mJ. Thus, if a h = r j=1 α j c j , there exists a non-empty Zariski-open subset U ⊆ k r such that whenever the images of α 1 , . . . , α r in A/m correspond to a point in U, then the image of a h in J/mJ avoids V (℘), whence x h ∈ ℘. Thus, x 1 , . . . , x i is a filter-regular sequence in R(I|J). Similarly, we can show that the images of a 1 , . . . , a i in J/J 2 form a filter-regular sequence in R(J|I).
As a consequence of Theorem 3.4 we obtain the rigidity of mixed multiplicities (see Section 2 for the definition) and the independence of their positivity from the ideal I.
Proof. Without restriction we may assume that k is infinite. By Lemma 3.5 we can find elements a 1 , . . . , a s(J) in J such that their images x 1 , . . . , x s(J) in J/IJ and x
in J/J 2 form filter-regular sequences in R(I|J) and R(J|I), respectively.
(i) By Proposition 3.2 we have ρ < s(J). Let s = ht J. To prove s − 1 ≤ ρ we may assume that s ≥ 1. We can choose a 1 , . . . , a s such that (a 1 , . . . , a s ) is part of a system of parameters of A. Then J is not contained in any associated prime ideal p of A with dim A/p = dim A. From this it follows that such a prime ideal is also an associated prime ideal of 0 : J ∞ . Hence dim A/0 : J ∞ = dim A. Similarly, we can show that dim A/(a 1 , . . . , a s−1 ) :
By Theorem 3.4 this implies e s−1 (I|J) > 0, whence s − 1 ≤ ρ.
(ii) For a fixed i ≤ ρ letĀ = A/(a 1 , . . . , a i ),Ī = IĀ andJ = JĀ. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4 we can show that deg P R(Ī|J) (u, v) ≤ r − i and e ρ (I|J) = e ρ−ir−ρ (R(Ī|J)), where r = dim A/0 : J ∞ −2. Since e ρ−ir−ρ (R(Ī|J)) = e ρ (I|J) > 0, deg P R(Ī|J) (u, v) = r−i. Using Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 3.3 we can see that x i+1 , . . . , x ρ and x ′ i , . . . , x ′ ρ form filterregular sequences in R(Ī|J) and R(J|Ī). Now we can apply Theorem 3.4 to R(Ī|J) and obtain dim A/(a 1 , . . . , a ρ ) :
In particular, dim A/(a 1 , . . . , a ρ ) : 
. Hence s(J) = dim F (J) = 2. Using Lemma 1.2 we can verify that the images of x 4 in J/IJ and J/J 2 are filter-regular elements in R(I|J) and R(J|I). We have 0 : J ∞ = 0 and x 4 A :
By Theorem 3.4 this implies e 1 (I|J) = 0.
For the positivity of e s(J)−1 (I|J) we obtain the following sufficient condition.
Proof. By Corollary 3.6 we only need to show that e s(J)−1 (R) > 0. Without restriction we may assume that the residue field k of A is infinite. Using Lemma 3.5 we can find elements a 1 , . . . , a s(J) in J such that their images in J/IJ and J/J 2 form filter-regular sequences in R(I|J) and R(J|I), respectively. Let p be a minimal associated prime ideal of (a 1 , . . . , a s(J)−1 ) :
Since A satisfies the first chain condition and since ht p/0 :
Therefore, applying Theorem 3.4 we obtain e s(J)−1 (R) > 0.
Another interesting consequence of Theorem 3.4 is that for the computation of e i (I|J) we may replace I and J by their minimal reductions.
Corollary 3.8. Let I ′ and J ′ be arbitrary reductions of I and J, respectively. Then e i (I|J) = e i (I ′ |J ′ ) for i = 0, . . . , r.
Proof. Without restriction we may assume that k is infinite. Let a 1 , . . . , a i be sufficiently general elements of J ′ . Since J ′ is a reduction of J, (J ′ +IJ)/IJ and (J ′ +J 2 )/J 2 generate reductions of R(I|J) (1) and R(J|I) (1) , respectively. Using this fact we can show, similarly as for Lemma 3.5, that the images of a 1 , . . . , a i in J/IJ and J/J 2 form filter-regular sequences in R(I|J) and R(J|I). Now, by Theorem 3.4 we have
Since J and J ′ share the same radical, (a 1 , . . . , a i ) :
where the latter equality follows from the fact that I ′ is a reduction of I [NR] .
Applications
Let (A, m) be a local ring with infinite residue field and d = dim A. Let I be an mprimary ideal and J an arbitrary ideal of A. The main aim of this section is to show how to compute the mixed multiplicities e i (I|J).
First we will derive from Theorem 3.4 two formulae for e i (I|J), i = 0, . . . , ht J − 1. The first formula will be used later for explicit computations. The second formula generalizes Risler and Teissier's result on mixed multiplicities of m-primary ideals [Te, /(a 1 , . . . , a i )) = e((a 1 , . . . , a i , b 1 , . . . , b d−i ), A) .
Proof. By Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 we have e i (I|J) = e (I, A/(a 1 , . . . , a i 
It is clear that a 1 , . . . , a i is part of a system of parameters of A. Let ℘ be an arbitrary associated prime of (a 1 , . . . , a i ) with dim Therefore, (a 1 , . . . , a i ) and (a 1 , . . . , a i ) : J ∞ share the same ℘-primary component. So we can conclude that
It is also clear that b 1 , . . . , b d−i generate a reduction of I/(a 1 , . . . , a i ). Therefore,
Without restriction we may assume that b j ∈ p for any associated prime ideal p = m of (a 1 , . . . ,
by [AB, Corollary 4.8] . On the other hand, we may also assume that a j ∈ p for any associated prime ideal p ⊇ J of (a 1 , . . . , a j−1 ), j = 1, . . . , i. If p is an associated prime ideal of (a 1 , . . . , a j−1 ) with dim
So we can apply [AB, Corollary 4.8] and obtain
This implies
Summing up all equations we get the conclusion.
Example. Analytic hypersurfaces. Let A = C{z 1 , . . . , z n } be the ring of convergent power series in n variables. Let f ∈ A be the equation of an analytic hypersurface (X, x) ⊂ (C n , 0). Let J(f ) = (∂f /∂z 1 , . . . , ∂f /∂z n ) be the Jacobian ideal of f in A. If (X, x) is an isolated singularity, one calls µ(X, x) = ℓ(A/J(f )) the Milnor number of (X, x). If (X, x) is not an isolated singularity, let s be the codimension of the singular locus of X. Let H i be a general i-plane in C n passing through x, i ≤ s. For i ≤ s Teissier [T1] proved that the Milnor number of (X ∩ H i , x) is a constant and denoted it by µ (i) (X, x). Let a 1 , . . . , a i and b 1 , . . . , b n−i be sufficiently general elements in J(f ) and m, respectively. It is easily seen that
By Proposition 4.1 we have e i (m|J(f )) = e ((a 1 , . . . , a i , b 1 , . . . , b n−i ), A), i = 0, . . . , s − 1. Hence
This fact was proved by Teissier only for analytic hypersurfaces with isolated singularities [Te, Ch. 0, Proposition 2.10 ].
Next we will compute e s (I|J), s = ht J, in the case s < s(J). Recall that J is called generically a complete intersection if ht p = d − dim A/J and J p is generated by ht p elements for every associated prime ideal p of J with dim A/p = dim A/J. Proposition 4.2. Let J be an ideal of A with 0 < ht J = s < s(J). Assume that J is generically a complete intersection . Let a 1 , . . . , a s and b 1 , . . . , b d−s be sufficiently general elements in J and I, respectively. Then e s (I|J) = e(I, A/(a 1 , . . . , a s )) − e(I, A/J).
Proof. From the condition that J is generically a complete intersection we can deduce that J p = (a 1 , . . . , a s ) p for every associated prime ideal p of J with dim A/p = dim A/J. Hence we can write (a 1 , . . . , a s ) = J ∩ Q,
where Q does not have any associated prime ideal p with dim A/p = dim A/J which is also an associated prime ideal of J. It follows that (a 1 , . . . , a s ) : The proof of Proposition 4.2 is now complete.
For any local ring (B, n) let e(B) denote the multiplicity of B with respect to n. By Theorem 3.4 we have e i (m|J) = e(A/(a 1 , . . . , a i ) : J ∞ ), where a 1 , . . . , a i are sufficiently general elements in J. As we have seen in the above propositions, we may replace e(A/(a 1 , . . . , a i ) : J ∞ ) by e(A/(a 1 , . . . , a i )) if i < ht J or by e(A/(a 1 , . . . , a i )) − e(A/J) if i = ht J and J is generically a complete intersection. The problem now is to express e(A/(a 1 , . . . , a i )) in terms of better understood invariants of A and J.
The following result generalizes a result of Verma in the case J is an m-primary ideal of a two-dimensional regular local ring [V1, Proof of Theorem 4.1].
Corollary 4.3. Let (A, m) be a regular local ring and J an ideal with ht J ≥ 2. Let o(J) denote the order of J, that is, the largest integer n such that J ⊆ m n . Then
Proof. Let a be a sufficiently general element in J. By Proposition 4.1 we have e 1 (m|J) = e(A/(a)). But e(A/(a)) = e(G/(a) * ), where G = ⊕ n≥0 m n /m n+1 is the associated graded ring of A and (a)
* denotes the initial ideal of (a) in G. Since A is regular, G is regular and (a)
* is generated by the initial element a * of a in G. Thus, e(A/(a)) = deg a * . Since a is a sufficiently general element of J, deg a * = o(J). Hence e 1 (m|J) = o(J).
Example. Let A be the ring of convergent power series in n variables. Let f ∈ A be the equation of an analytic hypersurface (X, x) in C n . We have seen in the preceding example that the Milnor number µ 1 (X, x) is equal to e 1 (m|J(f )). By Corollary 4.3, e 1 (m|J(f )) = o(J(f )). It is easily seen from the definition of o(J(f )) that o(J(f )) = m(X, x) − 1, where m(X, x) denotes the multiplicity of f at the origin. So we recover the formula µ 1 (X, x) = m(X, x) − 1 of Teissier [Te, Ch. 0, 1.6 (2) ].
If A is a polynomial ring over a field and J is a homogeneous ideal, we can often estimate e 2 (m|J), where m is now the maximal graded ideal of A. Note that the mixed multiplicities of homogeneous ideals can be defined similarly as in the local case.
Corollary 4.4. Let A be a polynomial ring over a field and J a homogeneous ideal with ht J ≥ 2. Assume that J contains two forms of the least possible degrees c 1 , c 2 having no common factors. Then (i) e 2 (m|J) = c 1 c 2 if ht J ≥ 3, (ii) e 2 (m|J) = c 1 c 2 − e(A/J) if ht J = 2 and J is generically a complete intersection.
Proof. We first compute e(A/(a 1 , a 2 )), where a 1 , a 2 are sufficiently general elements in J.
It is well-known that e(A/(a 1 , a 2 )) = e(A/(a 1 , a 2 ) * ), where (a 1 , a 2 ) * denotes the initial ideal of (a 1 , a 2 ). Let a * 1 , a * 2 be the initial elements of a 1 , a 2 . Without restriction we may assume that deg a * 1 = c 1 , deg a * 2 = c 2 and that a * 1 , a * 2 is a regular sequence in A. Then (a 1 , a 2 ) * = (a * 1 , a * 2 ). From this it follows that e(A/(a 1 , a 2 ) * ) = c 1 c 2 . Now we apply Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 and obtain e 2 (m|J) = e(A/(x 1 , x 2 )) = c 1 c 2 if ht J ≥ 3, and e 2 (m|J) = e(A/(a 1 , a 2 )) − e(A/J) = c 1 c 2 − e(A/J) if ht J ≥ 2 and J is generically a complete intersection.
The computation of e i (m|J) for i ≤ ht J becomes easier if J is a homogeneous ideal generated by forms of the same degree.
Corollary 4.5. Let A be a standard graded algebra over a field with maximal graded ideal m. Let J be a homogeneous ideal generated by forms of the same degree c with ht J = s. Then e i (m|J) = c i e(A) for i < s. Moreover, if J is generically a complete intersection with s(J) ≥ s + 1, then e s (m|J) = c s e(A) − e(A/J).
Proof. The statements follow from the Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 and from the fact that every sufficiently general element in J is a homogeneous form of degree c.
The above corollaries, though simple, give us a complete picture on the mixed multiplicities e i (m|J) in many interesting cases. Before presenting some examples below we will sketch how one uses mixed multiplicities to compute the multiplicity of the Rees algebra and the degree of some embedding of rational varieties obtained by blowing up projective spaces.
Let R(J) = ⊕ n≥0 J n t n be the Rees algebra of J and N the maximal graded ideal of R(J). The computation of e(R(J) N ) is usually hard. Until now, there have been few classes of ideals where one can compute the multiplicity of the Rees algebras explicitly, see e.g. [V1] , [HTU] , [Tr] . However, Verma [V2, Theorem 1.4] showed that
If A = k[x 0 , . . . , x n ] is a polynomial ring in n + 1 variables over a field k and if J is generated by forms of the same degree c, then k[J c+1 ] is isomorphic to the coordinate ring of a projective embedding of the rational n-fold obtained by blowing up P n along the subscheme defined by J [GGP, Theorem 2.1], [CH, Lemma 1 .1]. If we consider R(J) as a standard bigraded algebra with R(J) (u,v) [STV] . The Hilbert polynomial of R(J) ∆ is given by the formula
Hence we have the following relationship between the multiplicity of R(J) ∆ and the mixed multiplicities of R [STV, Proposition 2.3]:
Example. Ideals of sets of points in P 2 with h-vectors of decreasing type. In this case,
, where p 1 , . . . , p r are the defining prime ideals of the given points. Recall that the h-vector of J is the sequence h A/J (n) − h A/J (n − 1), n ≥ 1, and that it is of decreasing type if it is strictly decreasing once it starts to decrease. One may view sets of points with h-vector of decreasing type as plane sections of curves in P 3 [MR] , [CO] . As a consequence, J contains two forms of the least two possible degrees having no common divisor, say c 1 ≤ c 2 . Now we may apply Proposition 4.1 (i = 0), Corollary 4.3 and Corollary 4.4 and obtain e 0 (m|J) = 1, e 1 (m|J) = c 1 , e 2 (m|J) = c 1 c 2 − r.
Since s(J) ≤ dim A = 3, e i (m|J) = 0 for i ≥ 3. Therefore,
If J is generated by forms of the same degree c, then
Notice that if J is the ideal of a set of c+1 2 points in P 2 which do not lie on a curve of degree d − 1, then R(J) ∆ is the coordinate ring of the Room surface in P 3c+2 recently studied by Geramita and Gimigliano [GG] .
Example. Defining prime ideals of curves in P 3 which lie on the quadric x 0 x 4 − x 1 x 2 . In this case, J is a prime ideal in See [RV, 3.4] for the mixed multiplicities of another case of ideals of analytic deviation 1.
Remark. Raghavan and Verma [RV] used a technique of [HTU] which is similar to that of Gröbner bases to derive a formula for e i (m|J) when J is generated by certain quadratic sequences (a generalization of d-sequences). Their formula expresses e i (m|J) in terms of the multiplicity e(A/(a 1 , . . . , a i ) : a i+1 ). Under their assumptions we always have (a 1 , . . . , a i ) : a j+1 = (a 1 , . . . , a i ) : J ∞ . Hence using Theorem 3.4 we can also recover their formula. We leave the reader to check the details.
Finally we will use Theorem 3.4 to describe the degree of the Stückrad-Vogel cycles in intersection theory in terms of mixed multiplicities of ideals. Our result together with a recent result of Achilles and Manaresi [AM] which interprets the degree of the Stückrad-Vogel cycles as mixed multiplicties of certain bigraded algebra (see below) provide a close relationship between mixed multiplicties and intersection theory.
Let us first recall the definition of the Stückrad-Vogel cycles. Let X and Y be equidimensional subschemes of P n k . Let V be the ruled join variety of X and Y in P 2n+1 k(t) = Proj k(t)[x 0 , . . . , x n , y 0 , . . . , y n ], where k(t) = k(t ij | 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n) is a pure transcendental extension of k. Let D be the diagonal subspace of P 2n+1 k(t) given by the equations x 0 − y 0 = · · · = x n − y n = 0. For i = 1, . . . , n + 1 let h i denote the divisor of V given by the equation n j=0 t ij (x j − y j ) = 0. Following the notations of [AM] we can define certain cycles w i and v i on V inductively as follows. First we put w 0 = [V ]. If w i−1 is defined for some i ≥ 1, we decompose w i−1 ∩ h i = v i + w i , where the support of v i lies in D and w i has no components contained in D. It is clear that dim v i = dim V − i. We call v 1 , . . . , v n+1 the Stückrad-Vogel cycles of the intersection X ∩ Y . These cycles were introduced in order to prove a refined Bezout's theorem for improper intersections [SV1] , [Vo] . Van Gastel [Ga] showed later that their k-rational components correspond to the distinguished varieties of Fulton's intersection theory. This implies that (a 1 , . . . , a i ) : J ∞ is the intersection of the primary components of ((a 1 , . . . , a i−1 ) : J ∞ , a i ) whose associated prime ideals do not contain J. Hence we may write ((a 1 , . . . , a i−1 ) : J ∞ , a i ) = Q i ∩ ((a 1 , . . . , a i ) :
where Q i is the intersection of the primary components of ((a 1 , . . . , a i−1 ) : J ∞ , a i ) whose associated prime ideals contain J. From the inductive definition of the cycles v i we can deduce that deg v i = e(A/Q i ).
Since a i is a generic linear combination of the generators of J and since the associated prime ideals of (a 1 , . . . , a i−1 ) : J ∞ can be defined over the field k(t hj | 1 ≤ h ≤ i − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n) and do not contain J, a i is a non-zerodivisor in A/(a 1 , . . . , a i−1 ) : J ∞ . Therefore Since the images of a 1 , . . . , a n+1 in J/mJ resp. J/J 2 are generic linear combinations of the generators of J/mJ resp. J/J 2 , they form filter-regular sequences in R(I|J) resp. R(J|I). Therefore we may apply Theorem 3.4 and obtain e i−1 (m|J) = e(A/(a 1 , . . . , a i−1 ) : J ∞ ), e i (m|J) = e(A/(a 1 , . . . , a i ) : J ∞ ).
Putting these relations into the above formula for deg v i we get deg v i = e i−1 (m|J) − e i (m|J).
